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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE:
C2C’s Archive One installation wins "Longterm Archiving Project of the Year” at University of
Liverpool at inaugural SNS Achievement in Technology Awards.
READING, UK, 23 December 2008 – C2C’s Archive One solution this week scooped the SNS Achievements in
Technology Award for the ‘Longterm Archiving Project of the Year” for the installation at University
of Liverpool. Voted for by readers of SNS Europe, Data Centre Solutions and SNS UK magazines, the award
recognised the Universities’ effective use of Archive One to provide protection and compliance to over
3000 staff mailboxes. The Award was received at the Carlton Jumeirah Hotel, London and within the
Longterm Archiving Project of the Year category, C2C beat Mimosa Systems and Barracuda.
Iain Stinson, Director of Computing Services, University of Liverpool, selected Archive One because of
its superior archiving features and significant reduction in the backup window. Iain’s testimonial of
Archive One helped attract optimum votes; "C2C's Archive One archive facility has benefited the
University tremendously in the reduction of on-line messages and the active storage required, whilst
allowing staff immediate access to emails and attachments, regardless of where they are in the world.
It's a facility that we could no longer be without.”
This is the first year of the SNS Achievement in Technology Awards, set up to recognise the best
utilisation of storage technologies in the UK. Dave Hunt, CEO, C2C commented; “We are very pleased to
receive this accolade, especially given the strength of competition in our category. It endorses the user
experience of Archive One, namely significant reductions in backup times and superior archiving and
policy management features.”
-endsAbout Archive One:
C2C’s Archive One solutions help organizations solve the headaches and heartaches of email, file and
messaging capacity, access and protection management. Archive One enables administrators to enforce data
retention policies and comply with various regulatory requirements regarding the use, access and
retention of critical data, such as Sarbanes-Oxley, Freedom of Information Act, HIPAA,
Gramm-Leach-Bliley, SEC and NASD Directives. Archive One technology is built on an advanced analytical
search and policy enforcement engine, consisting of a very broad-based, in-depth and mature set of
analysis criteria used throughout the product line to centralize, automate and accelerate tasks to reduce
risk and improve system usage.
About C2C:
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C2C offers automated data archiving and management for email, files and SharePoint content. With over 15
years experience delivering solutions for capacity, information retention enforcement, compliance and
e-discovery, C2C optimizes performance, reduces storage management costs and minimizes risks associated
with email for over 3 million users at more than 2,000 organizations worldwide. The Company, a Microsoft
Gold Certified Partner, supports organizations in government, manufacturing, finance, education and
healthcare industries, including Fortune 1000 companies. Established in 1992, C2C is a privately held
company with US offices in Springfield and Westborough, Mass; and Reading, Berkshire in the UK.
For more information about the Company, visit http://www.c2c.com.
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